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Subject: Quotation for purchase of Sports equipment: Relaxation Chair.
Dear Sir,
Quotations are invited in two bid system (Technical and Financial) for supply of
Relaxation Chair as details given below: latest by 22/3/2017 1:00 PM.

Relaxation Chair

Quantity 1 Pes.

Lcngtb- 189 ems., Width- 73 cms., Height- 77.50 cms. , weight- 126 Kg., Features- Automatic
massage modes: 3D, ache improving memory ABC, fixed time , relaxed, comfort, full air
pressure, \I,:aist stretc h. The product should be designed with a set of smart 3D mechanical
hands, which can move up and down, stretchmg back and forth, four-whee l drive with muted
design . The shoulder part is designed with automatic detection and micro adjustment
function: budy curve and massage points automatic detection. it can automatically adjust the
distance of massage hands' moving back and forth according to the detected body curve and
massage points, to make the massage more humanistic and scientific. Comfort, ease, ache
relieve, fast experience, relax, music sync, waist stretch, full air pressure and other specific
massage fimctions. Set with two kind's memo massage fi.JI1ctions M I and M2. Manually
select the upper body massage; three massage position options of overall, pm1ial and fixed
position; six massage methods of shoulder grasping, kneading, tapping, shiatsu. kneading &
tapping and 3D; tive massage speed levels available: under tapping and shiatsu massage
status, the width of the massage hands can be adjusted 111 tive levels. Arm air massage
fUl1ction (built-in 18 air bags, upper arm air massage function (built-in 4 air bags), with 3
intensity adjustments. Lower body air pressure massage function: back air pressure massage
function (built-in 4 airbags), buttock air pressure massage (built-in 16 airbags), calf rest air
pressure massage function (built-in 36 airbags), with 3 intensity adjustments, Back heating
fi.1l1ction, use carbon fiber as infrared heating source. The footrest can be extended to suit
various heights. With slide rail structure on back.rest, make a zero-space design to maximally
save place. Calf rest lifting, backrest lifting and auto lying models adjustment. LED colourful
lights on armrest. With negative oxygen ionizer 011 upper ann. Intelligent terminal (cell phone
or tablet PC) control the massage chair by blue tooth , MP3 player function , upper ann built in
3D digital audio. Feature of zero gravity level: complete heating: toe rollers and vacuum :
Total feet area covered.

The Technical Bid & Financial Bids should be sending in separate sealed
envelopes and duly rnarked on top as Technical Bid/Financial Bid.
Both the bids should be further enclosed in an envelope super scribed
"Quotation for_Relaxation Chair" and addressed to "The Principal , Deen Dayal
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Upadhyaya College, Sector-3, Dwarka, New Delhi-II 0078". The same should
be submitted with the Section Officer (Admin) , Room No. 20 (GF).
Terms & Conditions:
1. All prices are F.O.R. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya College.
2. Delivery should be made in the college premises within ten days from
the date of receipt of the order.
3. Sales Tax/VAT if any, applicable should be mentioned separately.
4. At least 3 Years Guarantee or Warranty conditions must be clearly
specified .
5. The Technical Bid will be opened on 22 /3/201 7 at 2 PM in the college
premi ses . The bidders shall be required to bring the specimen of their
goods for technical approval.
6. The samples shall be retained by the college till the final supply.
7_ The Financial Bids of only those vendors will be opened whose
technical specifications will be approved by the Technical Committee.
8. Special discounts/ rebates , wherever applicable, keeping in vi e\v that the
supplies are being made to an educational institution, must be indicated
clearly.
9. Vendor has to supply the goods on time.
10. Articles which fail to satisfy the inspection/tests or does not conform to
prescribed specification will be rejected and shall not be accepted and or
to be removed/taken by the vendors at his own cost and responsibility.
11 . The undersigned reserves the right to accept or rej ect, wholly or partly,
any or all quotations without assigning any reason.
12. The Technical Committee, may at its discretion, waive any minor non
conformity or any minor irregularity in an offer. This shall be binding
on all vendors and the undersigned reserves the right for such waivers.
13. The payment will be made to the vendor after satisfactory completion o r
delivery duly cel1ified by the competent Technical Committee .
14. The payment will be made through RTGS.
15. 'fhe vendor must submit Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) in the form or DO
for a slim of Rs. 6,0001- in favor of Principal, Deen Dayal Upadhyaya
College. The non-submission of EMD will lead to th e rejection of the
bid. The EMD of unsuccessful bidders will be returned to them within
Three (3) months of selection of vendors. The successful bid, if
withdrawn or fails to supply items within stipulated time, is liable for
forfeiture of the EMD.
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